WILDswimming

i t a ly
Discover the most beautiful
rivers, lakes, waterfalls
and hot springs of Italy
We can provide...

The Wild Swimming series travels to Italy to explore
freshwater lakes, mountains and lagoons:
•
•
•

Dip in to the emerald-green plunge pools of Sicily and swim
at river beaches in Campania
Discover the secret hot springs of Tuscany and amazing
waterfalls of the Dolomiti
Explore the hidden shores of Lake Como and Garda

Perfect for family explorers or romantic adventurers, this
stunning travel book combines beautiful photography with all
the practical information you’ll need to get off the beaten track,
including maps, directions, grid references and walk-in times,
and recommendations for canoe trips, campsites and taverna.
Covering all of Italy and its islands: Lombardy & Trentino, Nord
East, Nord West, Tuscany, Emilia Romagna, Lazio & Marche &
Umbria, Abruzzo and Molise, Campania, South, Sardinia and
Sicily.

The author
Michele Tameni is an experienced traveller and explorer of
wild places. An accomplished photographer and writer he
was brought up on the shores of Lake Garda and has been
exploring Italy’s swimming holes since he was a child.

Gallery collections and sensational
photosgraphs.
Author interviews, features, news
Rounds up of top locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best secret locations
Best for families
Best hot springs
Best for jumps and diving
Best camapsites and tavernas
Best for skinny dipping
Best of Italy’s wilderness
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